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Abstract
The advent of the Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) technology has significantly changed the in-
teraction with the world and systems in general. In-
deed, the use of this technology had a strong impact
in the industrial context, leading to the birth of a
new paradigm usually called Industry 4.0. In such a
context, hundreds of devices with sensing/actuating
capabilities communicate between them and with
the surrounding environment (for this reason cal-
led Cyber Physical Systems), actively cooperating
to perform one or more tasks. In particular, anoma-
ly detection became a crucial topic in the industrial
context to reduce unwanted (or unplanned) main-
tenance and avoid potentially dangerous conditions
that can compromise a system operability. Machi-
ne learning is a very important component for brin-
ging intelligence to Cyber Physical Systems (CPS)
representing one of the main building blocks for
the realization of a new category of systems cal-
led Intelligent Cyber Physical Systems (ICPS). In
this sense, the majority of the anomaly detection
techniques proposed in the literature today invol-
ves the Artificial Intelligence (AI) that provides the
tools for the diagnosis of a system “health” state
by analyzing sets of sensor of various nature. In
this work, we present an anomaly detection algo-
rithm based on Echo State Networks (ESNs) for
the analysis of sensor data. Using compression and
quatization approaches we deployed it on a micro-
controller of the STM32 family performing an on-
device training and enabling a real time monitoring
of an industrial plant.

1 Introduction
During these years, we observed a market growth of Internet
of Things (IoT) applications in smart industry. The use of this
technology in the industrial sector has significantly changed
the way we interact with these system, leading to what we
call Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and representing the
core element of the new Industry 4.0 paradigm [Vallati et al.,
2019; Sisinni et al., 2018]. In such a context, a timely and
effective detection of conditions (or events) which should not

be considered normal (i.e., anomalous) can be crucial to avoid
potentially dangerous situations that can lead to the complete
industrial system breakdown.

Until recently, Cloud computing has been a central com-
ponent in the realization of anomaly detection frameworks by
providing the infrastructure, the storage, and the high com-
puting power necessary to run complex algorithms. On the
other hand, if we consider an industrial scenario application
posing requirements in terms of low latency response times,
data privacy, and stable Internet connections, the use of this
paradigm becomes ineffective [Parikh et al., 2019].

For all these reasons, modern solutions involve the Edge
computing to address the above mentioned problems by shif-
ting the computation “close” to where the data is generated.
However, the hardware constraints of Edge devices pose si-
gnificant limitations on the jobs they can execute. Artificial
Intelligence(AI) is another very important player for the im-
plementation of smart systems such as Intelligent Cyber Phy-
sical Systems (ICPS) that can exploit their sensing/actuating
capabilities to perform several tasks. Through machine lear-
ning techniques, we are able to introduce a new “cognition”
layer that enables a system to provide a “reasoned” support to
the human being. In this sense, if the one hand AI is funda-
mental to bring the intelligence to services and applications,
on the other, the limited resources of Edge devices make the
execution of onerous algorithms (e.g., neural networks mo-
dels) very challenging [De Vita et al., 2021]. Evidently, this
problem becomes even more complex considering the lar-
ge number of variables and non-linear relationships that can
emerge when working with industrial plants.

Approaches like compression and quantization allow to
mitigate this problem by reducing the complexity of a machi-
ne learning model such that it can fit the hardware constraints
of an Edge device, while keeping its performance. Compres-
sion is a technique that aims to reduce the number of weights
by “condensating” them into a limited set of clusters, whi-
le maintaining the original number precision. On the other
hand, the quantization allows to keep the same amount of
weights of the original model, but sensibly reduces their me-
mory occupation by projecting them on a discrete interval
space (typically with a 8 bit resolution).

In this work, we present an anomaly detection algorithm
based on Echo State Networks (ESNs) [Jaeger, 2001] for the
analysis of multivariate time series data. Exploiting compres-



sion and quantization techniques, we were able to perform an
on-device training of the algorithm directly on a microcon-
troller of the STM32 family, thus enabling a real time moni-
toring of an industrial plant. Experimental results show that
the proposed application is able to correctly detect the occur-
rence of anomalies in the system and demonstrate the feasi-
bility of the proposed approach for the realization of smart
Edge monitoring platforms.

2 Echo State Networks
Echo State Netowrks (ESNs) are a family of neural networks
belonging to the Reservoir Computing (RC) framework cha-
racterized by very sparsely connected hidden layers and par-
ticularly suitable for the analysis of time series data [Jaeger,
2001]. Figure 1 shows a typical ESN architecture where the
dashed and solid arrows represent respectively the trainable
and the not-trainable weights, while the gray lines indicate
valid but not required links.

Figura 1: ESN architecture.

In such a network, the reservoir weights are fixed after a
random initialization and the only weights modified during
the training stage are the ones that connect the reservoir to
the output. Such a feature allows to decrease the model com-
plexity because of the lower number of trainable weights and
to speed-up the training phase which can be achieved sol-
ving a linear regression problem [Jaeger, 2001]. Given a
network with K input units, N reservoir units, and L out-
put units, an ESN is described by the following matrices: a
N × K input matrix Win, a N × N reservoir matrix Wres,
a L × (K + N + L) output matrix Wout, and a N × L
back-projection matrix Wback.

More in detail, the reservoir state update is governed by the
following equation:

x(t+1) = f(Win ·u(t+1)+Wres ·x(t)+Wback ·y(t)), (1)

where, u(t+1) is the new input, x(t) is the previously compu-
ted state, y(t) is the previous output, and f(·) is the activation
function (tipically a sigmoid or a tanh function).

With respect to the output, it is computed through the
following equation:

y(n+ 1) = g(Wout · [u(t+ 1), x(t+ 1), y(n)], (2)

where g(·) is the activation function (tipically a sigmoid or
the identity), u(t + 1) is the new input, x(t + 1) is the new
computed state and y(t) is the previous output.

Figura 2: Industrial assembly plant.

3 Case study
Thanks to our collaborations with companies expert in the
automotive sector, we are currently applying our technique
on a real case study represented by a scale replica of an as-
sembly plant (shown in Figure 2) used for the transportation
of car pieces in automobile plants. The system is equipped
with two gear motors, and six belts (four made of rubber, and
two made of steel) to transport the mobile cart. An impor-
tant feature of the plant is the possibility to inject different
types of faults (mainly mechanical) such as: the introduc-
tion of external vibrations, change the belt tension, increase
the friction of the gears, and emulate the break of the cart
proximity switch. Such a feature has been fundamental for
our purposes, since it allowed us to have a complete under-
standing of its dynamics even when subject to a mechanical
stress. The system has been also instrumented using several
type of sensors (e.g., current, vibration, temperature, noise,
and distance) in order to perform the telemetry from both the
mechanical and electrical point of views.

Figura 3: Cloud-JAM board.

In our experimentation, we adopted a STMicroelectronics
smart board called Cloud-JAM (shown in Figure 3) where we
deployed our anomaly detection algorithm based on ESNs.
Using approaches like K-Means weights compression and 8-



bit integer quatization, we were able to strongly reduce the
memory footprint of our model and make it suitable to fit
the hardware constraints of the smart board. This gave us
the opportunity to perform both the training and inference
processes on the STM32 device microcontroller. Hence, our
model is able to run a real-time anomaly detection algorithm
which makes it suitable to be used in industrial application
scenarios where normal and anomalous patterns are dyna-
mic and evolve over time requiring a constant analysis and
monitoring.

4 Preliminary results
In this section, we present the results derived from testing
the performance of our model. The algorithm has been first
trained on a “working” environment to make it learn the fea-
tures and patterns describing this condition. After this pha-
se, we started a real-time injection of several faults to test its
ability in detecting the anomalies on a dynamic setting. Fi-
gure 4 depicts the confusion matrix computed on the test set
from which we extracted some indicators such as: precision,
recall, and F1-score.

Figura 4: Anomaly detection confusion matrix.

Our model resulted in high values for each performance
metric reaching a precision of 0.807, a recall of 0.983 and
an overall F1-score of 0.887. The obtained results (albeit
preliminary) demonstrate the feasibility of our technique and
encourage us to investigate new approaches in order to further
improve the performance of our algorithm.
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